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Dear Parents and Carers
Friday News from Mrs Maynard
1Y Assembly

1Y performed a lovely assembly all about the Great Fire of London this morning. They used their art work and
drama to show us how the fire started, what caused it to spread and how it was finally put out. They reminded
us that we still have the diaries of Samuel Pepys to tell us what life in London during the fire was really like. The
children spoke beautifully, and acted very confidently. It was lovely to see our young pupils, some of whom are
still only five, perform in front of a large audience of children and adults. Thank you to all parents and family
members who attended to support the children.
Writers of the Week
Well done to all our pupils who have been awarded Writer of the Week certificates this week.

1P – Kaden Thomas-Ramdeen
1Y - Vanessa Buda
2M- Allyssa Mechure
2K- Maja Slomczewska
3LP- Kevin Cylwik
3KP-Alexander Homot

4F- Mary-Jane Visitacion
4E - Edward Voicu
5O- Daniel Van Kessel
5K - Martyna Trzeciak
6C - Clinton Ganiste
6G - Aleksandra Olejnicka

St Ethelbert's Catholic Primary School and Nursery has a commitment to safeguarding, and the welfare and
wellbeing of children.

Mathletics
Well done to Elijah Adu (Y2) and Airen Mascarenhas (Y1) for gaining their gold Mathletics
certificates this week. Great work boys!

Clubs next week
The clubs running next week:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Martial Arts
Dance
Team Building
Cookery
Gymnastics
Yoga and dance
Knitting
Football

All clubs start at 3.30pm and finish at 4.30pm, pick up is from the main office door

Year 6
Year 6 have now finished their end of Key Stage tests and celebrated with a party on Thursday. They are now
starting to prepare for their Enterprise Fair where they will be aiming to make as much profit as possible to help
fund the script, music and lighting for their end of year show.
Junk Orchestra
A letter has gone home today to inform parents about our next Enrichment Week #WeAreMusicians. A junk
orchestra has been booked to visit the school, which should be a unique experience for the children. By inviting
groups into the school we can try and keep the costs as low as possible, while still providing exciting and
stimulating educational opportunities for our pupils.
Safeguarding Reminder
The Girls’ Day School Trust has created a series of videos called ‘Live my Digital’ for young people and their
parents to help them understand and use social media responsibly and safely. The topics are aimed at older
primary and secondary pupils, but parents of all pupils may find them interesting and useful to understand the
issues around the use of social media. The link is www.gdst.net/livemydigital
Reminder for next week
There will be a ‘Fun Menu’ school dinner on Thursday 18th May. School dinners will be provided free of charge
to all KS1 pupils.

God Bless
St Ethelbert, pray for us
Mrs Maynard
Headteacher
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